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Abstract—Users' basic attributes like age, gender location etc… plays an essential role in today’s web applications. Previous research shows that there is relationship between users’ browsing behavior and their basic characteristics. In this paper we made an approach to detect a user’s age depending on his web browsing history. The user’s web browsing behaviors is treated as a variable to propagate age information between different users. Artificial neural network tool is used for this purpose. Uses are divided into two different categories of adult and youngsters. The result is 93.7% accurate.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Several common network services, such as searching, websites etc., begin to give more attentions to modified service for an improved user experience. My Yahoo! and Google Personal are excellent exemplars among these approaches. My Yahoo! permit users to build their choice explicitly and only show sectors and information which they may be concerned in [6]. Google Personal arranges users’ search outcome according to their search records including their earlier search results and news heading clicked [1]. Along with the success of common web service, online promotion is increasing rapidly in current years, in which behavioral targeting is becoming popular. Behavior targeting facilitates promoters to aim right users upon their behaviors while surfing online. Also there are some website contents are not appropriate for children below 18 and it is not an easy task to stop children from surfing these websites content. Still, demographic information is generally not simple to find. Internet users are hesitant to expose this sort of private information to public. Another method to guess users’ demographic information is then of large interest to both commerce and academic circles. In Koppel’s work [8], writing styles of the bloggers are used to forecast their actual demographic information. However, very small figure of network users writes blogs [2]. In contrast, the bulk of users surf news, goods, or other web pages through internet, which gives us a huge amount of web-page click-through log data. Earlier learning illustrate that there is connection between users’ browsing behavior and their demographic feature. As reported in “Computerworld” [5], 74% of adult search for health or medical information online, 34% of adult search for religious information from the internet. Similar observation happens in movie field, where demographic information shows a relationship to the sort of the movies the viewers appreciate.

Action and love for grown person, or cartoon for teens are general link between movie type and viewer’s demographic type. So the variety of the user’s online browsing behavior can be used to decide an unidentified user’s demographic characteristic such as age.

In this paper we examine the difficulty of guessing the website users’ age based on their browsing actions, in which the type of website viewed is treated as a concealed variable to predict the age of different users. The solution consists of information taken from two different categories of users adult and youngsters which is analyzed to predict the user’s age based on their profile and browsing behavior and then, a supervised neural network model is trained to predict a webpage user’s age i.e. the probability distribution of the ages of a given Webpage’s readers. Based on the error analysis, the prediction model resulted from the above steps gives a good accuracy.

The remaining paper is arranged in seven different sections. In Section2, related work is presented. In Section 3, the prediction problem is stated. In Section 4, the solution is proposed for the same using artificial neural network. The experimental results are shown and compared in Section 5. Then conclusion is drawn and highlighted future research directions in Section 6 and section 7 respectively.

II. RELATED WORK

In this section we in brief present some of the study literature associated to age prediction. Nguzen, Smith and Rose frames [4] age prediction of the text writer using a regression model. Data set is created using blog data, telephone conversations and online forum posts. Domain adaptation technique is used to train a model which combines data from all the sources and also work on every source separately. The model gets a correlation up to 0.74 and means absolute error between 4.1 to 6.8 years.

Previous study on demographic prediction generally paid attention on modeling the variety of the linguistics writing and speaking styles related with the demographic characteristic that also mainly with gender of the user. Koppel [8] analyzed that there are major variations in both writing style and content between authors of different ages. Based on these differences on blog’s content and style, Multi-Class Real Winnow algorithm was used by them to learning models that categorize blogs [1] according to the writer gender and age, and 76.2% accurateness on age groups in 13-17, 23-27, and 33-42. Hu, Zeng, Niu and Chen [6], investigated the difficulty of predicting internet users’ demographic attributes (gender and age) based on their browsing history, in which the viewed webpage information is treated as a concealed variable to propagate age and gender between different users. Their research outcome on a real large page click-through log indicates that the proposed algorithm had achieved 60.3% accuracy.
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These studies mainly focus on classifying users’ age based on browsing habit. As far as we know, there is a confusing work on calculating users’ age according to what they browsed on the internet.
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III. PROBLEM DEFINITION
Prior to the introduction to technology for the prediction of user age, we state the difficulty in this section. User’s attributes i.e. age is presented as a vector age. The age prediction classifies users into two categories:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Group</th>
<th>Age</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Youngster</td>
<td>&lt;18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adult</td>
<td>&gt;=18</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1: Age Group

The browsing history is defined as a record set having 16 columns which contains the probability of different web pages viewed by the corresponding user. This data is collected by conducting a survey among internet user of age groups between 12 to 50 years. The common web page behavior of inter usage that can be used to predict age includes email usage, social networking sites, job search, pc to mobile usage, downloading and other…

Artificial Neural Network is a powerful classification model, very useful where the underlining factors may display chaotic associations. Due to this the proposed methodology uses ANN to solve the problem.

IV. AGE PREDICTION
ANN design includes the selection of ANN model, architecture and learning algorithm based on the need of the problem at hand.

A. ANN model Selection
A multilayer perceptron (MLP) with back propagation algorithm having one input layer, hidden layer(s) and one output layer can be used as dominant tool for data analysis [8]. The numbers of hidden layers are chosen not only to reduce the network complexity but also to increase its computational power.

B. Input layer
Comscore media survey [3] was studied and a questionnaire was prepared which was then circulated among people of various age groups for assessment. Results of analysis were shown in figure 1 based on which 16 input factors were decided as input parameters.

C. Hidden Layer
Hidden layer(s) gives the network its generalizing ability. There is no fix law for formulating the number of hidden layers and hidden modes in a network. A rough estimation can be achieved by the geometric pyramid rule projected by masters [9]. Various ANN’s having different configuration was created and there accuracy was compared in figure 2.

D. Output Layer
The number of nodes in the output layer is decided according to the application’s output. Since the neural network is used to predict the age group of the user the output node is one.

E. Neural Network Training
Easy NN tool was used to build and trained the neural network. Data set was created before training the network. There were in all 250 records used to train the network. MLP was trained in supervised mode using back propagation algorithm in which target error were set as 0.01. Learning weight and momentum was set as 0.4 and 0.6 respectively. At the time of training the MLP automatically learns the association between input and output because of which in its application phase when those similar patterns are applied, it produces required results.
V. RESULTS

As discussed earlier there is no fixed rule to evaluate the number of hidden layers in neural network. We created multiple networks having varied hidden layers. To evaluate the accuracy of network prediction testing data set having 150 records was applied and it was found that MLP having only one hidden layer gives maximum accuracy (Figure II). The most accurate MLP has 16 nodes in its input layer, 8 nodes in its hidden layers and one node in its output layer. It gives maximum importance to factors like PC-Mobile messages, gaming, instant messages and chatting, job search and online shopping.

VI. CONCLUSION

Through this paper, a method has been proposed for predicting the internet user's age based on their browsing history using Artificial Neural Network. It establishes suitability of non-linear ANN as predictive tool for internet user population. Final result gives an accuracy of 93.7%. If implemented as a web service, this tool can be used to stop youngsters from accessing censored contents online.

VII. FUTURE WORK

There are huge possibilities for future study in this area. Till now, the age group is divided into two categories; we are planning to further narrow down the age group.

We plan to extend our work on other attributes as gender, location, occupation etc.
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